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The objective of this research was to predict the influence of non-uniform temperature distribution on solar sail topology and the effect of such topology variations on sail performance (thrust, torque). Specifically considered were the thermal effects due to on-orbit attitude control maneuvers. Such maneuvers are expected to advance the sail to a position off-normal to the sun by as much as 35 degrees; a solar sail initially deformed by typical pre-tension and solar pressure loads may suffer significant thermally induced strains due to the non-uniform heating caused by these maneuvers. This on-orbit scenario was investigated through development of an automated analytical shape model that iterates many times between sail shape and sail temperature distribution before converging on a final coupled thermal structural affected sail topology. This model utilizes a validated geometrically non-linear finite element model and a thermal radiation subroutine. It was discovered that temperature gradients were deterministic for the off-normal solar angle cases as were thermally induced strains. Performance effects were found to be moderately significant but not as large as initially suspected. A roll torque was detected, and the sail center of pressure shifted by a distance that may influence on-orbit sail control stability.

Nomenclature

\begin{align*}
A &= \text{Flat-sail projected area for one quadrant, } 75.6 \text{ m}^2 \\
AU &= \text{Astronomical Unit} \\
C_f &= \text{Non-dimensional thrust coefficient} \\
C_m &= \text{Non-dimensional torque coefficient} \\
E &= \text{Heat Flux} \\
F &= \text{Sail thrust} \\
I &= \text{Irradiation incident on the sail, } 1367 \text{ W/m}^2 \\
k &= \text{Vector formed by first and second nodes of a certain structural element} \\
L &= \text{Sail reference length, } 20 \text{ m} \\
M &= \text{Sail torque}
\end{align*}
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\[ m = \text{Vector formed by first and third nodes of a certain structural element} \]
\[ n = \text{Vector normal to the plane of a certain structural element} \]
\[ P = \text{On-orbit solar pressure at 1 AU, 9E-6 Pa} \]
\[ Q = \text{Sail quadrant} \]
\[ S = \text{Unit global sun-line vector} \]
\[ T = \text{Absolute equilibrium temperature of a certain structural element} \]
\[ x, y, z = \text{Cartesian coordinate} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{Sail membrane absorptivity, 0.073418} \]
\[ \gamma = \text{Sun-line incidence angle measured from the negative z-axis} \]
\[ \varepsilon_{b}, \varepsilon_{f} = \text{Sail membrane emissivity of backside, 0.194, and sun-side, 0.03} \]
\[ \theta = \text{Local tilt angle of a certain structural element with respect to the sun-line} \]
\[ \sigma = \text{Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67E-8 W/ m\textsuperscript{2} K}^4 \]
\[ \phi = \text{Sun-line incidence angle in xy plane counter-clockwise from positive x-axis} \]

I. Introduction

Solar sailing is a unique form of in-space propulsion that does not rely on traditional reaction mass thrust methods. Constant acceleration is produced through the momentum exchange from the reflection of photons over the large, deployed structure. As gossamer space structures that can be packaged into a tight volume, solar sail technology offers exclusive capabilities for many near term NASA missions such as the Geostorm Warning and the Solar Polar Imager. Ensuring the success of future solar sail missions requires validation of necessary technologies in a vacuum environment. Full ground validations are not possible for full-scale solar sails larger than approximately 20 meters. Therefore, characterizing sail behavior analytically is critical to mission success.

Of particular importance is realistically modeling sail surface topology. Such predictions are vital to developing robust thrust control techniques because any deviation from an expected on-orbit sail shape could render a sail unstable and uncontrollable. It has been stated by those developing thrust control techniques that asymmetries in sail topology are of particular concern because asymmetries induce a roll torque or a shift in center of pressure (CP).\(^1\) Non-uniform heating may be the primary basis of topology asymmetry because thermally-induced strains due to small temperature gradients are on the same order of magnitude as strains caused by typical mechanical pre-tension loads in the sail. Two distinct scenarios are suspected to be the primary source of non-uniform solar sail heating: variations in membrane surface optical properties or an off-normal orientation of the sailcraft with the respect to the sun-line.\(^1\) The second scenario will be the main focus of this investigation.

A. Background

Gossamer structures as a whole present new possibilities in the space community through low-mass, low-cost alternatives to mechanically deployed space structures. Many inflatable deployed space structures have been demonstrated since the 1950s. Significant milestone demonstrations include the Echo Balloon series in the 1950s and 1960s, the Goodyear antennas from the 1960s, sunshades in the 1970s and 1980s, the L’Garde inflatable decoys from the 1970s and 1980s, and the L’Garde inflatable antenna experiment launched from the space shuttle in 1996.\(^2\) To date, however, no controlled solar sail has been successfully demonstrated in-space.

The fundamental concept of solar sailing has been around for many years. As early as the 1920s, writings began to emerge about “using the pressure of sunlight to attain cosmic velocities” by the Soviets Tsiolkovsky and Tsander.\(^3\) The idea then lay dormant for many years before NASA and others began recognizing the potential of the technology and investing in its development. Now in recent years, significant advances in solar sail technologies have taken place. Such advances in design, manufacture, and analysis have brought the technology to a point where a validation flight mission is a near-term possibility.

Advances in solar sail technology are largely the product of recent ground demonstrations funded by the NASA In-Space Propulsion Office. Two full 20-meter solar sail systems were subjected to deployment, static, and dynamic tests in a relevant space-like environment. This effort was intended to demonstrate solar sails at a Technology Readiness Level 6. The two solar sail systems have been developed by L’Garde, Inc. and Alliant Techsystems Space Systems Division (ATK). Both systems are shown in Fig. 1 as they rest in the Space Power Facility chamber at NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) during ground validation tests over the summer of 2005.
B. Literature Review

Recently, significant work has been done in the area of structural analysis of solar sails, specifically using finite element modeling. Much of the recent progress in solar sail structural analysis can be attributed to the test-analysis correlation efforts during recent deployment demonstrations.

L’Garde, the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC), ATK, SRS Technologies, and others have all invested considerable time in developing finite element models (FEM) of solar sails, albeit from many different approaches. L’Garde has used the NASTRAN finite element code with shell elements and tension-only cable elements for the sail membrane and sail cords, respectively. LaRC has used both the NASTRAN and ABAQUUS codes with both shell and membrane elements for the sail area and beam elements for the sail cords. ATK and SRS have used the ANSYS and ALGOR finite element codes respectively. Also, different element geometries have been used to model this highly geometrically non-linear membrane structure; such geometries include both quadrilateral and triangular.

Developing high fidelity models of complex solar sail structures is a challenging task of significant importance. Modeling the shear compliant border component of the ATK sail is particularly challenging and has recently been gaining more attention as different approaches are being investigated such as the use of either 2D quadrilateral or 1D tension-only elements. This border was designed to alleviate any strain mismatch between the sail membrane and the perimeter cord. Models are also being developed to predict the general location, size, and directionality of membrane wrinkles across the sail area.

Both measuring and modeling thermal effects on solar sails has recently been gaining attention as well. For example, thermal testing was conducted at GRC where the temperature of a flat sail quadrant was measured for varying solar angles. Conversely, McInnes and others have done work to define the theoretical relationships necessary to calculate temperature of a flat sail for a given solar flux, solar angle, solar distance, and sail membrane optical properties.

To date most of these thermal test and modeling efforts have focused only on the effects of a uniform temperature distribution on a flat sail membrane. In reality, one would not expect this to be the case. Miles has begun to experimentally characterize non-uniform temperature distribution on a membrane specimen. In fact, Perrygo has predicted that if a membrane is heated non-uniformly the hotter regions will sag lower and the cooler regions will sag less due to a non-zero membrane coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). Banik has thoroughly investigated structural-thermal response in curved sail.

C. Objectives

Therefore, the objective of this research is to predict the influence of non-uniform temperature distribution on solar sail topology and the effect of such topology variations on sail performance including thrust, torque, and CP predictions. Specific thermal cases considered were those due to on-orbit attitude control maneuvers that will typically advance the sail to a position off-normal to the sun by as much as 35 degrees, the angle corresponding to maximum tangential thrust. It is proposed that this off-normal solar incidence will induce thermal strains in the sail sufficient to affect sail symmetry, and that such asymmetries will significantly affect sail performance.
Thermal/structural analysis techniques developed through this research are intended to aid future solar sail and other gossamer spacecraft development efforts.

II. Shape model

Research objectives were achieved in part through development of an analytical shape model that iterates many times between sail shape and sail temperature distribution before converging on a final thermal-structural sail topology. This automated shape model utilizes a geometrically non-linear MSC NASTRAN\textsuperscript{12,13} finite element model and a MATLAB coded thermal radiation subroutine. Once final sail topology has been determined, changes in sail performance are predicted using the IODA-Sail software package developed by SRS Technologies.

A. Theory

Several sources of thermal energy may be considered while investigating on-orbit solar sail heating depending on sailcraft design and mission application. Such sources include on-board power systems, solar energy directly from the sun, directly from a nearby planet, or reflected from a nearby planet.\textsuperscript{9} For this study, the shape model will be developed to characterize solar heating during a flight validation mission at 1 AU.

Radiation is the dominant heat transfer mode for gossamer structures in space.\textsuperscript{5} Conduction heating between sail elements is negligible because the thermal conductivity of a typical membrane material is small, and the conduction path is infinite. Heating due to convection is predictably minor for a near-zero air density in deep space. Transient heating effects are also not considered because in the case of a solar sail attitude adjustment maneuvers occur very slowly, especially when compared to the rate at which steady-state temperature is achieved in a low density, thin (5 μm or less), sail membrane material. Radiation transferred between elements is negligible because the projected area between elements is nearly zero for the small sail billow depth of 5 mm analyzed in this study. Sail heating effects due to the 3 K space background temperature is neglected as well.

Several assumptions are listed regarding the optical condition of the membrane surface: (1) opaque, (2) specular reflectivity, (3) diffuse, gray emissivity. The first assumption neglects any energy transmitted through the membrane, indicating that the absorptivity is related to the inverse reflectivity. The second assumption signifies that the sun-line angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. Third, a gray and diffuse emissivity assumes that radiation energy is emitted independent of wavelength and direction respectively.

True emissivity, however, is not independent of wavelength and direction, nor is temperature for that matter. However, it should be noted that the dependence of emissivity on temperature is minor compared to its dependence on wavelength or direction for the relatively cool sail operating temperature of 25 °C. Electromagnetic wavelength can have a varied impact on the temperature of an object depending on the wavelength range considered. It turns out that the infrared wavelength range (0.8 to 100 μm) has the greatest effect on the temperature of an object.\textsuperscript{9} Therefore emissivity and absorptivity properties used in this thermal study were averaged within the infrared wavelength band. For example, hemispherical emissivity was measured and averaged over the 2 to 25 μm wavelength band (infrared) by SRS Technologies for both the sun-side and backside surfaces of the aluminized CP1.

A thermal radiation subroutine was developed after consideration of the previously discussed assumptions. This MATLAB subroutine utilizes the structural elements created by NASTRAN to assemble a separate thermal-radiation model from a similar finite element approach. Temperature of each sail structural element was calculated individually through a radiation energy balance similar to that used by McInnes\textsuperscript{8}. This balance considers several sources of radiation heating including the irradiation absorbed into the sail, expressed as

\[ E_{\text{absorbed}} = \alpha I \cos \theta \quad \text{(Ref. 14)} \]  

and the energy emitted from both the front and back surfaces of the sail is given by

\[ E_{\text{emitted}} = \sigma (\varepsilon_f + \varepsilon_b) T^4 \quad \text{(Ref. 14)} \]  

The net rate of radiation heat transfer to the surface of an individual element is then determined from the following energy balance with substitutions from Eqns. 1 and 2:

\[ E_{\text{net, rad}} = E_{\text{absorbed}} - E_{\text{emitted}} \]

\[ E_{\text{net, rad}} = \alpha I \cos \theta - \sigma (\varepsilon_f + \varepsilon_b) T^4 \quad \text{(3)} \]
For a steady-state thermal-radiation model, the left-side term is zero, allowing Eqn. 3 to be rearranged giving the final equilibrium temperature of each element as

$$ T = \frac{A U \frac{\alpha}{\varepsilon_i + \varepsilon_b} \left( \frac{I}{\sigma} \right) \cos \theta}{n} $$

(4)

The AU constant was added for the sake of generality even though it has no effect on sail temperature for this study. As previously discussed, the AU constant (one sun-Earth distance) is assumed to be 1 for a flight validation mission. It should be noted that Eqn. 4 is of the same form as that used by McInnes⁹ to describe the uniform solar sail equilibrium temperature. The difference between them is in the definition of θ. Eqn. 4 defines the angle θ to be the incidence of a certain, flat, sail element with respect to the sun-line while McInnes uses this angle to designate the incidence of an entirely flat sail with respect to the sun-line.

B. Shape Model Architecture

Predicting thermal effects on solar sail shape requires accounting for both structural and thermal load conditions, solar pressure and solar heating. In reality this thermal-structural interaction in the sail is a coupled effect. For example, the solar pressure and sail temperature both affect sail shape and are both simultaneously acting on the sail. Therefore, an automated shape model was developed to iterate between the FEM predicted sail shape and MATLAB predicted sail temperature distribution. Fig. 2. illustrates the iterative procedure used in this shape model.

Before executing a shape model analysis cycle, an FEM input file is created to represent a solar sail with typical on-orbit solar pressure and pre-tension loads. Once this file has been created, the shape model user defines specific solar parameters to be used in the thermal radiation subroutine. Once started, the shape model first executes the FEM input file to predict the initial sail topology without thermal effects considered. Once this initial sail shape has been calculated, the shape model passes a text file of FEM node coordinates to the MATLAB thermal radiation subroutine. The subroutine then predicts temperature of each FEM structural element according to the orientation of each element with respect to the user-defined sun-line position. A text file of element temperatures is then passed back to the FEM to predict the new sail topology due to both thermal and structural loads. After this new sail shape has been predicted, the shape model checks the root-mean-squared (RMS) difference between the new and old nodal positions. If the RMS difference is greater than 1% of the initial maximum sail deflection, the shape model continues iterating between sail temperature and sail topology. Once the shape model has finally converged, a “simple model geometry” file is manually uploaded into the IODA-Sail software. This software then calculates sail performance values according to the final thermal-structural sail topology.

Notice that the shape model convergence criterion was selected based upon the initial sail deflection rather than a criterion that compares the difference between successive sail topologies. The former convergence criterion was used because of the small regions of highly displaced node deflections due to local element buckling. The number of buckled elements in the model is few, yet these elements disrupt the RMS calculation used in convergence calculations. For example, the final position of a buckled element may be drastically different between successive finite element analyses. This causes large variations in the position of nodes associated with these buckled elements. Therefore a convergence criterion was selected based upon preliminary manual iterations between sail shape and sail temperature. Through these manual iterations, it was determined that an RMS difference equal to 1% of the initial maximum sail deflection was sufficient to capture thermally-induced topology variations for the loads applied in this investigation. A more comprehensive discussion of element buckling is to follow.
C. Finite Element Thermal-Structural Model

Dimensions of the FEM used in the shape model characterize one quadrant of the 20-meter ATK S³ system. Sail support booms are removed for computational efficiency as their contribution to on-orbit mechanical sail deformation is predicted negligible due to their much greater stiffness compared to that of the membrane. While thermally-induced boom deformations may affect on-orbit sail topology, these effects are neglected in this study because the CTE of the boom material is negligibly small compared to the CTE of the membrane material.

The MSC PATRAN pre/post processor was used to create geometry of the FEM for analysis by the non-linear MSC NASTRAN solver. Solar sails are known to be highly geometrically non-linear structures due to the large out-of-plane displacements compared to the membrane thickness (5 μm or less). Such large displacements arise when ultra-thin, highly compliant membranes are subjected to out-of-plane loading while under small initial stress (7 kPa). Furthermore, the transition from in-plane to out-of-plane deformation in solar sails is numerically highly unstable due to the membrane material has zero bending stiffness, resulting in a temporary rigid-body motion. Many of the convergence difficulties encountered in model development during this study were traced back to this issue of non-linearity. In fact, it was sometimes necessary to employ certain procedures during model development to coax convergence. For example, the solar pressure load was applied in small increments initially during the transition from in-plane to out-of-plane deformation, and the halyard cord attach points were initially rotated slightly to allow for a more uniform stress distribution and then replaced to the original configuration in the final step. Linear constitutive relations suffice to represent the material behavior of solar sails, at least for an non-creased, pristine membrane material.

Loads and boundary conditions applied to the model represent a sail on-orbit at 1 AU as listed in the following: 1 N pre-tension (7 kPa stress at sail center) applied to the two halyard lines using a thermal load, 9E-6 Pa solar pressure, and a pinned boundary condition at the tack and halyard line attach points as indicated in Fig. 3. Total number of nodes and elements in the FEM is 5595 and 11688 respectively.
Triangular, three-node, linear interpolation TRIA3 elements of 12.5 cm average edge length were used to represent the 3.58 μm thick (including coating) aluminized CP1 membrane material. This element size was chosen through a mesh convergence study performed in a separate investigation.

The rip stop component of the sail was modeled using first-order, two-node, CROD elements oriented in series. This component can be identified in Fig. 3 as the “checker board” pattern. Each 1D rip stop element is the same length as each membrane element edge to which it attaches. A non-structural mass was included in the rip stop elements to account for weight of rip stop lines in a 1-g validation environment.

The halyard lines, tack line, and perimeter cord components were all modeled as two-node, first-order, 1D CBEAM elements. Location of these components is shown in Fig. 3. The tack line and halyard lines are located at the 90° and 45° corners respectively. The perimeter cord runs along the three scalloped sail edges. This cord carries most of the pre-tension load that is applied at the two halyard lines. This 1 N pretension is modeled using a thermal load to ensure the tension remains constant throughout high sail deformations.

Three jumper straps are included in the FEM located at each of the three sail corners. These straps attach the tack and halyard lines directly to the membrane at each respective corner. One of the halyard corner jumper straps is identified in Fig. 3. According to the sail designers, the purpose of the jumper straps is to alleviate high membrane stress levels that tend to form near the sail corners in a 1-g environment. The straps are designed to be in a slack condition until some critical sail deformation is reached (induced in a 1-g environment only). Jumper straps were modeled as two-node, first-order CROD elements with a thermal load applied to simulate the previously discussed slack condition and a non-linear stress-strain curve to allow for near-zero compressive stiffness.

The shear compliant border is a critical sail component that has a significant influence on sail deformation patterns. Others in the field have taken several approaches to modeling the border. It has been demonstrated by Leifler that 2D quadrilateral and 1D tension-only elements both provide a good approximation of the structural performance of the border. SRS Technologies intends the shear compliant border to compensate for induced structural and thermal strain mismatch between the sail membrane and the perimeter cord. For ease of convergence, two-node, first-order, 1D CROD elements were used in this study to represent the shear compliant border rather than the troublesome 2D quadrilateral elements.

A series of these CROD elements were oriented perpendicular to the sail membrane at each of the outer membrane nodes. The outer edges of the border elements were attached to the perimeter cord. Cross-section area of each CROD element was chosen to geometrically represent the cross-section area of the specific 2D shear compliant border section represented by each 1D element. Because the shear compliant border is not physically capable of sustaining a compressive load, a non-linear material property was used in the CROD border elements to allow for very low compressive stiffness under a negative strain condition.

Several other, less critical, sail components were accounted for in the FEM. Such components include corner reinforcements, cone attach straps, and rip stop seams. None of these components required any additional elements. Instead the geometries of previously discussed elements were adjusted slightly at specific locations. For example, membrane thickness and shear border element cross-section area were both increased slightly near the sail corners to represent the corner reinforcement and cone attach straps respectively. The rip stop seams were represented by slightly increasing the cross-section area of the rip stop elements that run parallel to the sail hypotenuse.

Fig. 3 shows the sail centerline designated from the tack line to the sail hypotenuse. Later, 2D sail billow profiles will be reported along the centerline as a method of comparing different sail topologies. Centerline apex starts at the tack line attach point and ends at the perimeter cord along the center of the hypotenuse edge. For example, the tack line and the shear compliant border are both included in the centerline measurement.
It should be noted that a uniform solar pressure was used throughout finite element modeling. In reality, however, solar pressure acting on a curved non-planar sail is not uniform because the pressure is slightly different for each structural element depending on the local slope of each element. However, for a very shallow sail billow as observed in this investigation, this difference in pressure is considered a secondary effect and is neglected. For example, the maximum change in solar pressure on a structural element due to local element slope is only 0.4% for a 35° off-normal solar incidence.

Accuracy of the sail topologies predicted by this FEM is driven mostly by the presence of local buckling in the structural elements. Element buckling is a numerically unstable occurrence that causes RMS error in the shape model to increase as the buckled elements radically change slope from one analysis to the next as discussed previously. Regions of buckled elements are an indication that membrane wrinkling is present, but these regions are not a true prediction of wrinkle location or geometry. The Penalty Parameter Modified Constitutive Law\textsuperscript{16,16} must be used to accurately predict the location of wrinkled sail regions and bending stiffness must be included to accurately predict wrinkle geometry. Temperature predictions from the shape model are driven down by a significant amount of element buckling because element temperatures are sensitive to small changes in element slope. Local sail shape should be accounted for if a more accurate prediction of thermally-induced sail topology and performance is desired than is provided in this investigation. However, the sail area affected by local element buckling is estimated to never exceed about 5% of the total sail area throughout this investigation.

Figure 3. Details of the NASTARAN FEM components
D. Thermal Radiation Subroutine

A thermal radiation subroutine was developed by the author using the MATLAB code to calculate sail temperature distribution for an FEM predicted sail surface topology. The subroutine calculates the temperature of each flat FEM structural element using Eqn. 4 derived previously. Heat conducted between elements is assumed negligible when compared to the rate at which heat is absorbed into and emitted from the thin membrane material (3.58 µm) in the near-zero temperature environment of space.

User of the subroutine defines several solar parameters that influence sail temperature. First, direction of the sun-line is defined in spherical coordinates by \( \gamma \) and \( \varphi \) as indicated in Fig. 4. It is important to note that for a flat sail, \( \varphi \) would have no effect sail temperature. But, for a non-planar sail such as considered in this investigation, \( \varphi \) is critical to properly defining the solar incidence on the sail. The user also defines sail surface optical properties including absorptivity, sun-side emissivity, and backside emissivity.

The most critical function of the thermal radiation subroutine is determining orientation of the triangular structural elements with respect to the sun-line. The subroutine achieves this calculation by first arbitrarily choosing any two vectors of the same origin defined using the three nodes that compose a given triangular element. Fig. 4 depicts these vectors \( \mathbf{k} \) and \( \mathbf{m} \) with reference to a typical element. The element normal vector is then calculated through the cross product of these two vectors given as

\[
\mathbf{m} \times \mathbf{k} = \mathbf{n}
\]

(5)

It should be noted that the order in which nodes are numbered on a certain element in the FEM (clock-wise or counter-clockwise) determines initial direction of the element normal vector calculated in the subroutine (positive or negative z-direction). Therefore, special care was taken in the code to ensure that the each element normal is of the same sense, i.e., negative z-direction.

Projection of the element normal vector onto the sun-line vector is then determined through the following dot product:

\[
\mathbf{n} \cdot \mathbf{S} = \cos \theta
\]

(6)

Temperature of a specific element is then calculated by substituting \( \cos \theta \) from Eqn. 6 into Eqn. 4. This approach of projecting each element normal vector onto the sun-line vector bounds the local incidence angle, \( \theta \), within -90° and 90°. This limitation is well satisfied throughout this study.

![Figure 4. Vector algebra used in the thermal radiation subroutine to predict structural element temperatures](image-url)
Note that temperature of the 1D rip stop elements can not be predicted using the previous approach. Therefore rip stop element temperatures were approximated by averaging the temperature of surrounding triangular membrane elements. Such an approximation is reasonable for a steady-state thermal-radiation model such as this because the rip stop lines are actually embedded between layers of membrane material. Therefore, conduction would be the dominant method of heat transfer to the rip stop material.

Shear compliant border temperature also can not be predicted using the vector algebra approach previously discussed. While 1D elements provide a reasonable prediction of shear border mechanical performance for this particular sail configuration, they do not provide for a detailed prediction of the local shear border geometry; this geometry is needed to accurately determine shear border temperature. The complex shear compliant border geometry is dominated by two interdependent wrinkling patterns illustrated in Fig. 5. The first is a high wavelength, low amplitude uniform pattern manufactured into the border. The second is a less predictable lower wavelength, high amplitude pattern induced by excessive strain mismatch between the perimeter cord and sail membrane.

![Diagram of Lower and Higher Wavelength Wrinkles](image)

**Figure 5. Deformation of the shear compliant border in a 1-g environment**

Another complexity in predicting shear compliant border temperature arises in the fact that portions of the border material are not coated with aluminum. In reality, the drastic difference in reflectivity between coated and uncoated border regions would cause extreme non-uniform heating along the border. For this investigation the optical effect of the partially uncoated border will be qualitatively approximated as an introduced 1% transmissivity. From a thermal perspective, this transmissivity corresponds to an inverse change in absorptivity of 0.01 that leads to a localized reduction in sail temperature. While one may expect this small change in absorptivity to have a minimal reduction in temperature, this is not the case. In fact, the shear border was predicted 10 °C cooler than the reflective sail membrane for this small reduction in absorptivity under a 35° off-normal solar incidence. However, it was discovered that a temperature gradient even larger than -10 °C such as -25 °C has a negligible effect on global sail shape (less than 0.1% change in maximum billow depth). Therefore, this approximation of border temperature is determined to be adequate for this investigation.

E. IODA-Sail

The final step in the shape model analysis procedure is to predict the effects of sail shape changes on sail performance. IODA-Sail\textsuperscript{17} is a software tool developed by SRS Technologies for the purpose of performing a high fidelity calculation of the sailcraft thrust vector magnitude, orientation, CP, and torques for certain FEM predicted surface topologies. The IODA-Sail user defines sail geometry by uploading a text file containing FEM node coordinates, node displacements, and element node numbers. The user also defines specific solar parameters and optical properties such as solar angle, solar flux, surface reflectivity, absorptivity, front-side emissivity, and backside emissivity. Force components accounted for in the thrust and torque calculations include those due to power diffusely reflected from, absorbed into, and emitted from the sail.

F. Validation

As mentioned in the introduction, a monumental effort has recently been dedicated to validating solar sail technologies.\textsuperscript{18} Such validation tests include the following: thermal, deployment in vacuum, static, and modal. While a great deal was learned about the technology throughout, these tests exposed many of the complexities associated with developing novel solar sail technologies.
For example, thermal testing at GRC attempted to characterize the sail temperature for varying solar angles much like what is being done analytically in this investigation. This validation test revealed the difficulty in obtaining reliable temperature data of a membrane material.

Static and dynamic characteristics of solar sails need to be validated in a space-based environment to ensure future mission success. However, duplicating the light, on-orbit solar pressure loads is an impossible task in a gravity environment. Therefore finite element models must be developed with terrestrial load conditions, validated with ground test data, then modified to analyze on-orbit scenarios.

For this investigation, static deformation predicted by the FEM will be validated with static shape measurements taken of the $S^4$ system\textsuperscript{15} during testing at the Space Power Facility in Sandusky, OH, conducted by a team from ATK, SRS, and LaRC. Test engineers utilized photogrammetry (PG) to gather shape data. 3D coordinates of one sail quadrant were measured at 90 retro-reflective targets bonded to the sail surface. Precision of the measured coordinates was $\pm 2$ mm, and accuracy was dictated by a calibration device used in the photogrammetry technique.

The FEM was modified slightly to accommodate ground-based load conditions. For example, 90 point mass elements (CONM) were added to the sail surface to account for the retro-reflective targets. The solar pressure load in the FEM was replaced with a 1-g load. Pre-tension was increased from 1 N to 26.7 N, the estimated force authority of the negator springs attached to the two halyard line ends. It was discovered by test engineers that this pre-tension load varied slightly throughout the testing sequence.\textsuperscript{15} And it has been previously determined by the authors as well as by others\textsuperscript{15} that sail shape is sensitive to variations in magnitude of the halyard line load and location of the halyard attach points.

FEM data was compared to PG coordinates at 42 of the 90 points. Coordinate systems of the two data sets were matched at the sail origin indicated by point A in Fig. 6. This figure compares the sail deflection contours between the PG measurements and the FEM predictions. Notice that the maximum FEM billow depth differed from that of the PG by 13.1 cm or 24%. The FEM predicted depth is 68.66 cm, and the PG measured depth is 55.56 cm. RMS error between the two topologies was calculated to be 9.40 cm or 17% of maximum PG billow depth. It is important to note that the overall topology predicted by the FEM seems to match that of the PG data fairly well as evidenced by nearly identical deflection contours illustrated in Fig. 6.

A great deal of the variations discovered between the PG data and FEM results are attributed to boundary condition uncertainty during sail testing. Two boundary conditions that were found to have a significant impact on sail shape were the halyard line load and the location of the two halyard line attach points. Considering the complexities of this highly nonlinear structure, these validation results institute confidence in the FEM.

![Figure 6. Comparison of deflection contours between PG and FEM](image)

### III. Results

#### A. Sail Temperature and Shape Effects

Sail temperature and topology were predicted according to the influence of four distinct on-orbit thermal scenarios. The first is a normal solar incident sun line ($\gamma = 0^\circ$). (See Fig. 4 for a geometric definition of $\gamma$ and $\varphi$.) The second is a $35^\circ$ off-normal ($\gamma = 35^\circ$), $45^\circ$ off-axis ($\varphi = 45^\circ$) solar incidence. Thirdly, a $35^\circ$ off-normal, on-axis ($\varphi = 0^\circ$) solar incidence was investigated. And finally, thermal effects were predicted according to a $35^\circ$ off-normal, $22.5^\circ$ off-axis ($\varphi = 22.5^\circ$) solar incidence.
During the investigation of these thermal cases a discrepancy was discovered between the CTE of the membrane material, CP1, and the rip stop material, Kevlar. Such a discrepancy was found to cause extreme thermally-induced strains for small temperature gradients applied to the sail. Banik\(^{1}\) studied details of these effects in a separate investigation. For the majority of this investigation, the CTE of both materials was matched as will most likely be the case for a final sail design.

First, FEM predicted out-of-plane sail deflection contours are shown in Fig. 7 due to a normal solar incidence before a temperature load is applied. For this topology, one might expect the sail to be slightly hotter at the center and cooler near the edges because the local solar incidence angle is nearest 0° at the point of maximum billow and non-zero at the sail edges. Furthermore, the temperature variation across the sail should be small for the shallow billow of 5.72 mm predicted for this solar incidence. The temperature distribution predicted by the thermal radiation subroutine shown in Fig. 8 indeed verifies these expectations as the temperature varies from a 0.0001 °C at the sail center to -0.0002 °C at the sail edges. Position of these temperature extremes are indicated by crosses in the figure. It turns out that strains thermally-induced by this temperature distribution had a negligible effect on sail shape.

It should be noted that Fig. 8 does not represent absolute sail temperatures but rather the temperatures scaled to 25 °C room temperature, i.e., the starting point of thermal contraction/extension. In fact, all temperatures predicted in this study are scaled to room temperature because the sail was designed to operate at the assembly room temperature such that no thermal expansion or contraction would take place for a normal solar incidence.\(^{20}\) To satisfy this design parameter exactly, surface reflectivity of the sail membrane was defined to be 0.926582, a value that lies within the range measured by sail designers.

Both the initial curved sail shape and the uniform “flat-sail” temperature were predicted for a 35° off-normal solar incidence. This non-planar sail shape and uniform sail temperature will provide a baseline for comparison between the non-uniform thermal effects to be presented later.

The out-of-plane sail deflection contours due to a 35° off-normal incidence (\(\gamma = 35^\circ\)) exactly matched those due to a normal solar incidence shown in Fig. 7. The maximum billow depth however is reduced significantly from the normal solar incidence (5.72 mm) to the 35° off-normal incidence (3.97 mm) because the magnitude of solar pressure acting normal to the sail is proportional to the cosine squared of the incidence angle. The uniform change in sail surface temperature due to the transition from the normal solar incidence to the 35° off-normal was -14.50 °C for a flat-sail not subjected to solar pressure. When this uniform temperature gradient was applied to the FEM, maximum sail billow was reduced by 4.0% from 3.97 mm to 3.82 mm.

Non-uniform sail temperature distributions were then predicted for the three 35° off-normal cases and used to generate final sail topologies. For all three cases one would expect the sail to be slightly hotter near the far edges of the sail and cooler near the “shaded” regions. In fact this was the case. Also the temperature distribution should be symmetric about the axes coincident with each of three respective sun-lines. This proved to be the case for two of the three cases as evidenced in the following results.
For the 35º off-normal (γ = 35º), 45º off-axis (φ = 45º) solar incidence case, the predicted temperature distribution follows expected trends as visually represented by the temperature contours in Fig. 9. Notice the contours are symmetric about the sun-line axis. Also notice that for an extremely shallow 3.97 mm maximum deflection, the maximum temperature gradient occurring in quadrant one (Q1) is 0.2 ºC ranging from -14.42 ºC near the far sail edges to -14.62 ºC near the shaded sail regions. Position of these temperature extremes is indicated by crosses in Fig. 9. The remaining three quadrants show a similar temperature gradient as is visible in this figure. By comparing the pressure only deflection contours in Fig. 7 with the non-uniform temperature contours in Fig. 9, one can validate the effect of the spatial rate of sail slope change on sail temperature.

Notice the temperature gradient across the sail is much higher for this off-normal case than for the normal case discussed previously. This can be numerically verified upon inspection of Eqn. 4. In this equation, the cosine of the local element incidence angle θ is the variable that drives temperature variation. As is well known, the slope of a cosine curve rapidly decreases as the function approaches 0º. Therefore, the same change in sail slope between two different solar incidence angles of 0º and 35º will produce a drastically different temperature gradient.

Several conclusions can be drawn from the thermally-induced changes in sail shape caused by this off-normal, off-axis solar incidence case. Fig. 10 shows both the exaggerated difference in sail deformation (20000x) and the corresponding deflection contours between a sail loaded with the uniform, -14.5 ºC, temperature and a sail loaded with the non-uniform temperature distribution shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 clearly shows that sail topology is indeed influenced by this non-uniform temperature distribution.

Intuition would suggest that a non-uniform temperature distribution would cause a sail to sag more on the hotter side and less on the cooler side. However, the out-of-plane deflection contours in Fig. 10 reveal a much different trend, i.e., the hotter side of the sail sags less and the colder side sags more. This can be explained by detailed examination of the exaggerated deformations shown in the same figure. Notice that the in-plane defomation of the sail perimeter cord is of the same order of magnitude as the out-of-plane deformation of the sail membrane. And when the temperature contours in Fig. 9 are compared to these deformations in Fig. 10, it is apparent that the hottest regions of the sail correspond to the regions of greatest in-plane expansion. This in-plane expansion forces the nearby perimeter cord away from the sail membrane, increasing the tension of the local membrane region. A local increase in membrane tension causes the membrane to deflect in the positive out-of-plane direction, corresponding to a counterintuitive shallower billow depth in the warmer sail regions. The colder regions react similarly albeit in opposite directions.

![Figure 9. Temperature contours due to 35º off-normal, 45º off-axis solar incidence (γ = 35º, φ = 45º)](image)

![Figure 10. FEM exaggerated deformations due to the transition from a uniform to a non-uniform temperature load (γ = 35º, φ = 45º)](image)

For this solar incidence case, the change in maximum billow depth between a sail with a uniform thermal load (-14.50 ºC) and a sail with a non-uniform thermal load ranged from 0.8% to 2.7% as listed in Table 1. Interestingly, the 2.7% change in billow depth (Q1) caused by a 0.2 ºC temperature gradient is on the same order of magnitude as the 4.0% change caused by the uniform -14.50 ºC gradient discussed previously. Changes in maximum sail billow depth for the other three quadrants show similar trends but of slightly less magnitude than Q1 as listed in Table 1.
Table 1. FEM maximum deflection results due to three off-normal solar incidence cases. Non-uniform temperature is the final converged shape model result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\gamma = 35^\circ$, $\phi = 45^\circ$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 35^\circ$, $\phi = 0^\circ$</th>
<th>$\gamma = 35^\circ$, $\phi = 22.5^\circ$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max Defl. (mm)</td>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>Max Defl. (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>No Temp</td>
<td>3.975</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.922</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>No Temp</td>
<td>3.975</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.848</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>No Temp</td>
<td>3.975</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.754</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>No Temp</td>
<td>3.975</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.818</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-uniform Temp</td>
<td>3.848</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Billow profiles measured along the sail centerline were compared to give another perspective into these thermally-induced sail shape changes. It should be noted that sail topologies asymmetric about this centerline are not well represented by these profiles. Specifically, Q2 and Q4 topologies are asymmetric for this incidence case. Nevertheless, Fig. 11 shows all billow profiles for this off-normal, $45^\circ$ off-axis solar incidence. Notice that the difference between these profiles is deterministic especially between the uniform temperature profile and the profile predicted for Q1. Note from Table 1 that Q1 is the quadrant determined to have the greatest change in maximum billow depth and Fig. 11 indicates a similar result.

![Billow Depth vs Position](image)

Figure 11. Comparison of shape model billow profiles ($\gamma = 35^\circ$, $\phi = 45^\circ$). Note that the abrupt changes in slope are due to a low number of discrete data points. These profiles are not indicative of a true, smooth sail shape.

Next, the $35^\circ$ off-normal ($\gamma = 35^\circ$), on-axis ($\phi = 0^\circ$) solar incidence case was investigated. The temperature distribution predicted for this case follows similar trends to that of the $45^\circ$ off-axis case as represented by the temperature contours in Fig. 12. Notice the temperature distribution is effectively rotated $45^\circ$ clockwise from that of the first case as expected for a sun-line rotated accordingly. The temperature distribution is again symmetric about
the sun-line axis with the shaded sail regions being cooler and the far sail edges being warmer. The temperature gradient across each of the four quadrants was an identical 0.17 °C, slightly less than maximum predicted for the previous incidence case. Actual sail temperatures ranged from -14.43 °C to -14.60 °C across Q2 and Q3. And they ranged from -14.41 °C to -14.58 °C across Q1 and Q4. Exaggerated changes in sail shape and deflection contours shown in Fig. 13 also show similar trends to those of the 45° off-axis case from Fig. 10.

![Figure 12. Temperature contours due to 35° off-normal, on-axis solar incidence (γ = 35°, φ = 0°)](image)

![Figure 13. FEM exaggerated deformations due to the transition from a uniform to a non-uniform temperature load (γ = 35°, φ = 0°)](image)

For this on-axis solar incidence case, the change in maximum billow depth between a sail with uniform thermal load and a sail with a non-uniform thermal load ranged from 0.9% to 2.3% as listed in Table 1. These changes are similar to those predicted for the previous 45° off-axis solar incidence case.

Fig. 14 shows sail billow profiles predicted for this off-normal, on-axis solar incidence case. Again, sail shapes that are not symmetric about the sail centerline are not well represented by these profiles. In this case, none of the quadrants are symmetric. Therefore the billow profiles are not necessarily a good representation of the magnitude of thermally-induced changes in sail shape. Despite this fact, billow profiles in Fig. 14 show a definite change in sail shape especially between the uniform temperature induced profile and the non-uniform temperature induced profile for Q1 and Q4. Notice the rightward shift in maximum billow from the “No Thermal Load” profile to the “Non-Uniform Temp. Q1, Q4” profile. This shift is also verified in the out-of-plane deflection contours shown in Fig. 13 where a deeper billow is shown near the hypotenuse of both Q1 and Q4. Given the deflection contours in Fig. 13 and billow profiles in Fig. 14, perspective is gained into the magnitude of the thermal effects of an off-normal solar incidence on sail topology.

![Figure 14. Comparison of shape model billow profiles (γ = 35°, φ = 0°). Note that the abrupt changes in slope are due to a low number of discrete data points. Profiles are not indicative of a smooth sail shape.](image)
Finally, the 35° off-normal (γ = 35°), 22.5° off-axis (φ = 22.5°) solar incidence case was investigated. The temperature distribution predicted for this case differs from the other two in that it is not symmetric about the sun-line axis. The temperature contours in Fig. 12 show that the distribution is not symmetric about the sun-line axis in contrast to the temperature contours reported for the previous two cases. These previous cases operate on geometrically symmetric sun-line axes. The third case, however, does not. Consequently, the temperature gradients across each of the four quadrants are different. The temperatures gradient across Q1 was measured to be 0.18 °C, 0.14 °C across Q2, 0.44 °C across Q3 and 0.13 °C across Q4. Fig. 15 shows the exact position of temperature extremes detected in Q3, -14.27 °C to -14.71 °C. Exaggerated changes in sail shape and deflection contours shown in Fig. 16 also show similar trends to those of the 45° off-axis case and the on-axis cases from Fig. 10 and Fig. 13 respectively.

For this 22.5° off-axis solar incidence case, the change in maximum billow depth between a sail with uniform thermal load and a sail with a non-uniform thermal load ranged from 0.1% to 2.7% as listed in Table 1. These changes are of similar magnitude to those detected for the 45° off-axis sun-line case and the on-axis case.

![Figure 15. Temperature contours due to 35° off-normal, 22.5° off-axis solar incidence (γ = 35°, φ = 22.5°)](image1)

![Figure 16. FEM exaggerated deformations due to the transition from a uniform to a non-uniform temperature load (γ = 35°, φ = 22.5°)](image2)

**B. Sail Performance Effects**

Solar sail thrust, torque, and CP were calculated for the previously determined sail surface topologies. Thrust and torque will be reported in non-dimensional form as defined by Derbes. He non-dimensionalized the force coefficient $C_T$ as follows:

$$C_T = \frac{F}{(P \times A)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

He similarly non-dimensionalized the torque coefficient $C_m$:

$$C_m = \frac{M}{(P \times A \times L)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The reference coordinate system used to report performance is the same as that used by ATK as shown in Fig. 17. Yaw is shown about the z-axis, pitch about the y-axis, and roll about the x-axis as illustrated on a sailcraft and referenced to a typical spacecraft.
Figure 17. Reference coordinate system used in calculating solar sail performance

Performance values will first be presented due to the 35° off-normal, 45° off-axis solar incidence case ($\gamma = 35^\circ$, $\varphi = 45^\circ$). No definitive roll torque ($C_{mr}$) was detected from either the uniform or the non-uniform temperature loads. Roll torque was detected, however, on several of the individual sail quadrants, but once the full-system torque was summed, these individual torques cancelled each other as was expected for a sail topology symmetric about the sun-line axis. By the way, this may not always be the case. For example if the sun-line, defined by $\varphi$, is incident at any position other than 0° or 45° (e.g. 22.5° as in case three) then sail deflections will not be symmetric about the sun-line. And since temperature distribution predicted for the 22.5° off-axis case is asymmetric about the sun-line axis, sail deflections are also expected to be asymmetric. This proved to be the case as will be discussed in the following results.

In-plane torques were moderately influenced by the 45° off-axis incidence case. For example, the pitch torque ($C_{mp}$) decreased by 4.28% from the no thermal load condition to the uniform thermal load condition as listed in Table 2. Yaw torque ($C_{my}$) decreased by the same measure. These identical pitch and yaw torques are expected for a sun-line that lies equidistant between the yaw and pitch axes. However, the pitch torque did change in a non-uniform manner when a non-uniform thermal was applied. For example, pitch torque increased by 1.37% while yaw torque increased by only 0.66%. This non-uniform change in torque is attributed to the asymmetric sail topology induced by the non-uniform thermal load.

Measured changes in sail thrust due to this 45° off-axis solar incidence case were found to be significantly less than sail torque changes. For example, none of the thrust coefficients in the $y$, $z$, and $x$-directions changed by more than 0.12% when a uniform thermal load was applied to the sail. When a non-uniform thermal load was applied, changes were even less apparent. Thrust in the $y$-direction changed slightly while the remaining two thrust components remained the same.

Moderate changes in the sail CP were also detected. Notice from Table 2 that the CP shifted by -3.00 mm in both the $y$ and $z$-directions during the transition from a flat-sail to a sail deformed out-of-plane by solar pressure. When a uniform thermal load was applied, the CP shifted back to the origin by 0.11 mm (3.67%) in both $y$ and $z$-directions. Finally, when a non-uniform thermal load was applied, the CP moved away from the origin by 0.02 mm (0.69%) in the $y$-direction and by 0.04 mm (1.38%) in the $z$-direction.

Next, performance was predicted due to the thermal effects of the 35° off-normal ($\gamma = 35^\circ$), on-axis ($\varphi = 0^\circ$) solar incidence. Similar to the 45° off-axis incidence case, no changes in roll torque were detected for the on-axis case. The pitch torque also remained constant throughout the uniform and non-uniform thermal load scenarios. This is expected because the sun-line is coincident with the pitch axis therefore sail shape is also symmetric about the pitch axis. Yaw torque did change however. In fact, it decreased by 4.42% when a uniform thermal load was applied and increased by 0.73% when a non-uniform thermal load was applied. Such a trend is similar to that predicted for the previous, 45° off-axis, solar incidence case but of slightly greater magnitude because asymmetries in sail shape within each quadrant are more pronounced within this case than within the 45° off-axis case.
Table 2. 20-meter full-system performance coefficients. (Percent change from the previous column is shown.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Flat-Sail</th>
<th>No Thermal Load</th>
<th>Uniform Temp</th>
<th>Non-uniform Temp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{fy}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.0494</td>
<td>-0.04934 (-0.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{tx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.0494</td>
<td>-0.04934 (-0.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{fx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-80.53</td>
<td>-66.55</td>
<td>-66.47 (-0.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{my}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.002219</td>
<td>0.002124 (-4.28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{mx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.002219</td>
<td>-0.002124 (-4.28%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{max}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_y</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
<td>-2.89 (3.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_z</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-3.00</td>
<td>-2.89 (3.67%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) $\gamma = 35^\circ \varphi = 0^\circ$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Flat-Sail</th>
<th>No Thermal Load</th>
<th>Uniform Temp</th>
<th>Non-uniform Temp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{fy}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.06987</td>
<td>-0.06958 (-0.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{tx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{fx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-80.53</td>
<td>-66.55</td>
<td>-66.47 (-0.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{my}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.003145</td>
<td>-0.003006 (-4.42%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{mx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{max}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_y</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-4.24</td>
<td>-4.08 (3.77%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_z</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) $\gamma = 35^\circ \varphi = 22.5^\circ$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Flat-Sail</th>
<th>No Thermal Load</th>
<th>Uniform Temp</th>
<th>Non-uniform Temp</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C_{fy}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.06429</td>
<td>-0.06429 (-0.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{tx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.02673</td>
<td>-0.0267 (-0.11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{fx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-80.53</td>
<td>-66.55</td>
<td>-66.47 (-0.12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{my}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.001205</td>
<td>-0.001146 (-4.90%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{mx}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.002895</td>
<td>0.00277 (-4.32%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_{max}</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_y</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.82</td>
<td>-2.72 (-3.55%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP_z</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-2.71</td>
<td>-2.61 (-3.69%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sail thrust changed by a similar measure to the first case. Thrust in the y-direction decreased by 0.42% when a uniform temperature was applied. No change in thrust was detected in the z-direction because that axis lies perpendicular to the sun-line. The x-direction thrust decreased by 0.12% which is the same as predicted for the first case. This verifies that the normal thrust component is not affected by the angle $\varphi$ which dictates either an off-axis or on-axis solar incidence.

Similar changes in the sail CP were detected for this solar incidence case than the first. Notice from Table 2 that the CP shifted away from the origin by 4.24 mm in the y-direction when solar pressure was applied, more than predicted for the 45° off-axis case. However, the z-direction CP did not shift for this solar incidence, as expected for a sun-line perpendicular to the z-axis. When a uniform thermal load was applied, the CP shifted back toward the origin by 0.16 mm (3.77%) along the y-axis, slightly greater than calculated for the first solar incidence case.
Finally, when a non-uniform thermal load was applied, the CP shifted away from the origin by 0.04 mm (0.98\%) along the y-axis which is the same distance predicted for the first solar incidence case.

Finally, performance was predicted due to the thermal effects of the 35° off-normal (γ = 35°), 22.5° off-axis (θ = 22.5°) solar incidence. A roll torque was detected due to the asymmetric sail shape induced by the 22.5° off-axis case. This roll torque is small, however, less than 0.5% of a typical pitch or yaw torque coefficient listed in Table 2.

The pitch and yaw torques differed throughout each load sub-set for this sun-line case. This is expected for a sun-line that does not lay equidistant from the pitch and yaw axes. The individual magnitudes of these torque coefficients were not greater than those reported for previous cases. Sail thrust changed by a similar measure to the previous two cases as well, verifiable in Table 2.

Moderate changes in the sail CP were again detected. Even before a thermal load was applied, the z-component and the y-component of the CP were not the same. Then as a uniform temperature was applied both the z-component and y-component shifted back to the origin by 0.1 mm. And when a non-uniform thermal load was applied, the CP shifted away from the origin by 0.03 mm (1.15\%) along the z-axis and by 0.03 mm (1.13\%) along the y-axis, slightly less effect than detected for the 45° off-axis sun-line case.

IV. Conclusion

Significance of thermally induced strains on sail shape and sail performance was successfully investigated for several 35° off-normal solar incidence cases. A shape model analysis procedure was developed to predict solar sail topology variation due to these thermal effects. This model iterates many times between an MSC NASTRAN predicted sail shape and a MATLAB predicted sail temperature distribution before converging on a final sail topology. Sail topologies were passed through IODA-Sail software to calculate final changes in sail performance.

Overall, thermal effects were found to be deterministic due to the three 35° off-normal solar incidence cases. The greatest temperature gradient predicted across a single sail quadrant was 0.44 °C for the 35° off-normal, 22.5° off-axis case. A smaller 0.2 °C gradient was predicted for the 35° off-normal, 45° off-axis case. This temperature change caused a 2.7% increase in maximum sail deflection from 3.82 mm to 3.92 mm. It turns out that this change in sail deflection was of the same order of magnitude as the change in sail deflection due to a uniform 14.5 °C decrease caused by the transition from normal to off-normal solar incidence on a flat-sail.

Sail performance changes were found to be moderate for the three solar incidence cases. No roll torque was detected on the full-system model for the on-axis case and the 45° off-axis case as suspected for a sun-line orientation that produces a symmetric topology. A system-wide roll torque will not arise if the full-system sail shape is symmetric about the sun line. The 22.5° off-axis sun-line did induce minor asymmetries in sail shape which caused a small roll torque to appear.

Pitch and yaw torques changed by as much as 4% due to the off-normal incidence thermal effects. Normal thrust did not change appreciably, and tangential thrust changed by only 0.4% in the most extreme case. The CP, however, shifted by a maximum of over 3% (0.14 mm) along the pitch axis. In fact, this shift in CP may be large enough to induce sail instability if not accounted for in the sail attitude control system.

It may be interesting to note that sail topology was affected by non-uniform heating in a somewhat counter-intuitive fashion. One would intuitively expect the hotter sail regions to sag more and the colder regions to sag less. This was not the case. In fact, the hotter sail regions sagged less and colder regions sagged more.

Overall, thermal effects were found to be deterministic although not as severe as initially suspected. It should be noted that realistically sized sails will be 40 to 100 meters length on one side, and this study focused on sails of 20 meter length. For larger sail sizes, one would expect the maximum sail deflection to increase as well as the sail temperature gradients. Naturally, performance effects may also be magnified for sail sizes much larger than the 20-meter S4 system investigated here.

Analysis techniques developed through this thesis research are intended to aid future solar sail and other gossamer spacecraft development efforts. This shape model may prove to be a valuable resource for high-fidelity predictions of thermal effects on gossamer spacecraft.
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